
Strategies for 



 Translators may not extend the protected contour area 
of a translator licensed to a commercial band primary 
station. 

 NCE and non-co-owned commercial station translators 
may extend the translator’s contour beyond the primary 
station’s protected contour. 

 Primary FM station’s protected contours are the 54 dBu 
for class B, 57 dBu for class B1 and 60 dBu for all other 
classes.  

 All Translators are secondary stations and may be 
booted off the air by full service stations 









 (h) Fill-in area. The area where the coverage 
contour of an FM translator or booster 
station is within the protected contour of the 
associated primary station 

 AM Fill-in area. The area within the lesser of 
the 2 mV/m daytime contour of the AM radio 
broadcast station being rebroadcast and a 25-
mile (40 km) radius centered at the AM 
transmitter site.  



 Translators that are fill-in may transmit up to 250 watts 
without antenna height limitations as long as they do not 
extend the protected contour of the primary station.  

 
 The 60 dBu of a 250 watt fill-in translator at 2000’ HAAT 

has same coverage as a class B or C2 station.  
 
 FM translators and fill-in translators may run a primary 

station’s multicast programming, if desired.  
 
 NCE band translators may be fed with alternate delivery 

but not commercial band translators unless they are fill in 
translators and then not with satellite. 

 
 Translators may not cause “real” interference to a 

regularly listen to full-service station or translator. 



Translator is now a fill-in for VPR’s WBTN-FM located on the same tower 

Translator’s power limit is set by application 628196. VPR also does this in 
Manchester, VT, with plans to do it in two other markets.  













 With commercial and public station move-ins and new 
allocations, translator may find the need to move the 
channel to avoid causing or receiving interference 

  
 FCC rules say that a change of channel greater than the 

3rd adjacent would be a major change. (I.F. changes, i.e. 
53 or 54 channel jumps are allowed)   

 
 FCC says it has become “kinder and gentler” on channel 

moves greater than 3 channels and they will consider 
waiver requests of the major change rule for translators 
that are “displaced” by powerful stations landing on the 
translators’ channels  





 K269EJ, Des Moines has been displaced by a full service 
move-in on its channel 
 

 A frequency study showed that only one channel was 
available and it would receive interference 
 







 



 Translators are routinely granted waivers to operate within 
the protected contour of a 2nd or 3rd adjacent full-service 
station 
 

 Engineer must prove that the translator’s interference signal 
is not more than 40 dB above the protected station signal at 
the same point… and that there are no people living or 
working there 
 

 The secret is to employ an antenna with a vertical elevation 
field that produces a low signal level at the point of concern 
and keep the antenna high 



 When the proposed translator is within the normally 
protected contour of another station on a 2nd or 3rd 
adjacent channel 

 Example, assume a translator’s one-bay antenna’s 
vertical field: 





 Half wave 4-bay vertical field graph 



Graph shows no interference from site using 4-bay 
half-wave antenna and antenna height of 77 meters 
above ground 





 To be used for AM, translators must be licensed before  May 1st, 
2009. This may change.  
 

  Since 2009 ~500 FM translators are  now used with AM stations. 
 

 No portion of the FM translator’s 60 dBu may exceed the 2 mV/m 
AM signal contour or 25 mile radius from the AM transmitter 
 

 Translator must be co-owned by AM licensee or the translator 
licensee must have written consent 
 

 AM day stations are allowed to “originate” programming on the 
FM translator at night 
 

 No limit on the number of FM translators, unless they serve the 
same area. 









 Unlike NCE and commercial stations, translators have no 
requirement to serve a city of license with a certain value 
signal strength. 

 A translator can be moved to a new site as long as some of 
the new 60 dBu contour overlaps with the old 60 dBu 
contour. 

 FCC recently accepted a waiver of the overlapping rule to 
allow an FM translator to move well beyond the overlap to 
become an AM-Fill in translator. 

 FCC  has placed a freeze on translator move-ins from outside  
a spectrum limited market. 

 Owners are hop-scotching translators to their final locations 



 The FCC will no longer allow a commercial 
band FM translator to move into the non-
commercial portion of the band unless the 
translator has been licensed on its current 
frequency for 2 years or more.  This same 
restriction now applies to NCE band 
translators hopping into the commercial 
band. 



 Moving a translator multiple times to get it to a 
new location is harder to do but still possible 
 

 FCC  slowdown 3 months is now 1  1/12 months 
 

 Some applicants are using crank-up towers on 
trailers that can be moved from one location to 
another 
 

 Recently, in Florida, the FCC cracked down on 
this because the sites were not “permanent”. 



 HORIZON CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP is selling 73 FM translators to RON UNKEFER's FIRST 
VENTURES CAPITAL PARTNERS for $275,000. The translators include K231AW/ABILENE, KS; 
K288FD/ARKADELPHIA, AR; K229AK/BAYWOOD-LOS OSOS, CA; W243BD/BEECHWOOD, MI; 
K288FF/BISMARCK, ND; W214BS/BLACK RIVER FALLS, WI; W270BH/BLOOMINGTON, IN; 
K273BQ/BLUE EARTH, MN; K205EZ/BOONE, IA; K217FB/BROWNFIELD, TX; 
K295AZ/BUTTONWILLOW, CA; K293BG/CAMBRIA, CA; K288FC/CAMDEN, AR; 
W277AQ/CANTON, IL; K264AY/CHAMBERLAIN, SD; K289BI/DAVENPORT, IA; K213EP/EAGLE 
GROVE, IA; K243AR/ELLSWORTH, KS; K204FM/FAIRMONT, MN; K210EA/FORDYCE, AR; 
K236BB/FORT DODGE, IA;; K266BB/FORT MORGAN, CO; W227BL/GALENA, IL; W277BB/GRAND 
HAVEN, MI; W276BI/GRENADA, MS; W277AT/HAVANA, IL; K203EK/HOLYOKE, CO; 
K237EL/HURON, SD; W247BA/INDIANOLA, MS; K260BJ/KAHOKA, MO; K285FW/KING CITY, CA; 
K218DZ/LEVELLAND, TX; K288EZ/LITTLE ROCK, AR; K287AS/LOS BANOS, CA; 
W294AT/MACON, MS; W203BN/MACON, MS; K262BJ/MACON, MO; K252DO/MADERA, CA; 
K279AN/MARSHALLTOWN, IA; W290AZ/MARSHFIELD, WI K296FG/MIDLAND, TX; 
K269EN/MONTICELLO, AR; K277AP/MORTON, TX; K274BT/MOUNT PLEASANT, IA; 
K254AS/NASHVILLE, AR; W220DR/NEILLSVILLE, WI; K238AZ/ODESSA, TX; 
K258BG/OSKALOOSA, IA; K299BA/OTTUMWA, IA; K219LA/PARSONS, KS; K237DH/PELLA, IA; 
K296FI/PIERRE, SD; K255AX/PINE BLUFF, AR; K277BB/PLAINVIEW, TX; K231BM/POPLAR BLUFF, 
MO; K205CQ/PRESCOTT, AR; K207EB/REDFIELD, SD; W282AS/SALTILLO, MS; 
K290BH/SAVANNA, IL; K242AZ/SEARCY, AR; K252DT/SENECA, KS K266BH/SHERIDAN, AR; 
K248AY/SIOUX CITY, IA; K283AJ/SNYDER, TX; K248AR/STANTON, TX; K295AM/TRENTON, MO; 
K262BU/UNIONVILLE, MO; K254BN/WEST ODESSA, TX; W227AS/WHITEHALL, MI; 
W270AO/WINONA, MS; W278AT/WINONA, MS; K230AT/WINTERSET, IA; and K207EG/YUMA, 
CO. 
 



Azimuths and distances from the transmitter site of 
stations causing interference with the receipt of IBOC by 
the KFAI translator 



 KFAI 
KFAI – 90.3 
MHz CH 212 
Primary 

KMKL CH 212 

CH 210, 211 213, 214 





 LPFMs are secondary to full-service stations and equal 
to FM Translators and Boosters 
 

 Forbids FCC from amending existing co, 1st and 2nd 
adjacent LPFM distance separations. 
 

 Rules will be designed to protect the input frequencies 
of 3rd adjacent translators –    ( existing rules protect all 
adjacent channel FM translator inputs.)  
 

 No protection to 3rd adjacent channels.  Waivers can 
granted  for a 2nd adjacent with a showing of no 
interference. 
 
 



 LPFM stations will share a status equal to FM 
translators. 
 

 3274 translator applications remain in the top 
150 markets, blocking LPFM. 
 

 FCC wants to dismiss pending translator 
applications in the top 150 markets where it 
finds the market does not have enough LPFM 
frequencies.  
 

 FCC must perform an economic study within one 
year to determine the impact of LPFM on full-
service stations 



In 2003 translator window 13,00 0 applications were filed. 4,219 
filed by Radio Asst Ministries and Edgewater Broadcasting 
(RAM) .  Of those granted, 1,046 have been sold.  







 Booster stations must operate on the primary 
station’s co-channel  
 

 Boosters can operate with ERP’s up to 20% of 
the primary station’s maximum  class power 
 

 Boosters may not extend the protected 
contour of a station (60 dBu for NCE stations) 
 

 There is no freeze on Booster applications 
 



 Booster’s can bite the hand that feeds them, i.e. 
interfere with the primary station 
 

 Physical barriers such as mountains between the 
primary and the booster can help to insure 
success 
 

 Boosters in flat areas are often unsuccessful  
 

 Synchronized boosters can help, but cannot solve 
all cases of interference 





















 Fill-in FM translators offer significant opportunities, for 
both FM and AM stations 
 

 Translator upgrade, site moves, are popular 
 

 Translators can be displaced – waivers are granted more 
freely. 
 

 Outgoing and incoming interference is an important issue.  
 

 A translator can run another station’s HD2 or HD3 as input 
and if located inside its protected contour it can become a 
fill-in 
 

 New Rules for LPFM may bump many MX translator 
applications currently on file 
 
 



 HD translators have been unsuccessful due to 
interference at the input 
 

 New co-channel boosters applications are not frozen 
 

 Boosters work best when there is terrain blockage 
 

 Boosters can be synchronized but only at specific points 
 

 The best boosters overcome a distant input signal with a 
powerful signal over a populated area 
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